Abstract. Ensemble Prediction has become an essential part of numerical weather forecasting. In this paper we investigate the ability of ensemble forecasts to provide an a priori estimate of the expected forecast skill. Several quantities derived from the local ensemble distribution are investigated for a two year data set of European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) temperature and wind speed ensemble forecasts at 30 German stations. The results indicate that the population of the ensemble mode provides useful information for the uncertainty in temperature forecasts. The ensemble entropy is a similar good measure. This is not true for the spread if it is simply calculated as the variance of the ensemble members with respect to the ensemble mean. The number of clusters in the C regions is almost unrelated to the local skill. For wind forecasts, the results are less promising.
Introduction

"No forecast is complete without a forecast of forecast skill!"
This slogan was introduced by Tennekes et al. (1987) during a workshop held at the ECMWF and has since then become a standard phrase in the context of ensemble prediction. By predicting the forecast skill we mean in this paper to provide a priori, i.e. together with each individual forecast, an individual estimate about the expected quality of this forecast. But while ensemble forecasting has developed into an integral part of numerical weather forecasting (Toth and Kalnay, 1993; Palmer et al., 1992; Houtekamer et al., 1996) , skill forecasts are not yet always provided "operationally" by the national weather services. One exception is MeteoFrance, issuing a 5 category confidence index (Atger, 2000) . The results presented in this paper were achieved under a contract with the German weather service (DWD) with the aim to investigate the possibility of deriving skill forecasts
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Recently, the need for skill forecasts in its original meaning in terms of providing a forecast of the second moment of the distribution has been questioned as the forecast problem could be set up completely probabilistically 1 . In many cases, however, a combination of a single forecast and its corresponding skill forecast may be still preferable, where the "single" forecast can be either a statistic based on the ensemble, such as the ensemble mean or a forecast which is independent of the ensemble. First, a joint forecast/skill forecast may be more rapidly understood and interpreted than probabilistic forecasts. Second, most numerical weather prediction (NWP) centers still run the ensemble forecasts with a model simpler than their best high resolution forecast model. Thus, the forecast could be based on the "best" model, while an estimate of the expected forecast skill could be derived from the ensemble. Hence, we focus our interest in this paper on the feasibility of first order skill forecasts based on ECMWF ensemble forecasts. In contrast to many other investigations of this type, we analyze real weather forecasts at stations and not upper air fields; another difference is the verification method applied to quantify skill predictability.
Data
The results shown in this article are based on a 2 year data set between May 1997 and May 1999. It consists of the 50 ECMWF ensemble forecasts issued at 12:00 of temperature and wind speed 2 for validation times 12:00 and 00:00 at 30 German stations. In addition, the corresponding observations, the unperturbed control forecast, and the high resolu-420 C. Ziehmann: Skill prediction of local weather forecasts based on the ECMWF ensemble tion operational forecasts (T213 and T319) are used. Finally, the so-called Kalman filtered ensemble mean forecasts were also used in some cases in order to reduce the effect of systematic model errors. Several changes in the Ensemble Prediction System (EPS) fall into this period: the introduction of evolved singular vectors (25 March 1998), the introduction of a stochastic representation of model uncertainty (21 October 1998), and the change in the number of vertical layers from 31 to 40 (22 October 1999) . The analysis, however, has not been performed separately for these sub-periods.
Quantifying skill predictability
Obviously, an ensemble which "spreads" out quickly in time indicates an uncertain forecast. In this paper, we investigate different definitions of the skill predictor "spread" and test their ability to stratify forecasts into certain and uncertain forecasts.
The traditional spread approach
Frequently, the variance of the ensemble with respect to a single valued forecast (for example, the control or the ensemble mean forecast) has been used as a measure of "spread", which then has been related to the (absolute) error of this particular forecast. Not only variance-like measures but also correlation-type quantities are used for spread and skill (see, for example, Moore and Kleemann, 1998) . The strength of this relation is quantified either by the error-spread correlation (Barker, 1991; Whitaker and Loughe, 1997; Buizza, 1997; Ziehmann, 2000) or by contingency tables (Barkmeijer et al., 1993; Houtekamer, 1992; Molteni et al., 1996; Whitaker and Loughe, 1997) . Often, just scatter plots between error and spread are shown, or they are processed into more informative conditional probability diagrams, as shown in Moore and Kleemann (1998) . Common to all of these "traditional" approaches is that when calculating the spread, it is not taken into account whether the ensemble forecasts fall close to a climatologically mean value or to an extreme situation. This may turn out to be crucial, as will be shown below.
To give a first impression of this traditional approach, error and spread of 5 day temperature forecasts at the station Dresden (station ID 10488) are shown in a scatter plot in the right panel of Fig. 1 . In this case, the error of the high resolution forecast is shown together with the standard deviation of the ensemble members with respect to the ensemble mean. No stratification according to season has been made. A linear fit shows, as expected, a tendency for larger errors to occur at larger spread values. The error spread correlation coefficient is about 0.3, thus the linear relation appears to be weak. For most spread values, almost the entire range of errors can occur. Only the smallest spread values seem to give rather certain indication for small errors. Figure 2 displays the statistical relation between error and spread in these data as a function of forecast lead time, while (+, blue) , large (×, red) and medium (green line) errors of the high resolution 2 m temperature forecasts for the station at Dresden depending on the observed spread as a function of forecast lead time. The spread is the standard deviation with respect to the ensemble mean. The three panels show the results for the small, medium, and large spreads separately. Each of the symbols "+" and "×" corresponds to an independent evaluation of the data with a fit set of 500 cases drawn at random to define the threshold values of three equally likely classes of small, medium, and large spread and errors, respectively. The average of these repetitions is shown as a solid line. The data have not been stratified according to season. 3 . Boundaries of the ten equally likely temperature intervals at station Dresden (station ID 10488); on the left for the midnight temperatures and on the right for the generally larger noon temperatures. Since no long temperature record was available when preparing this article, the climatology for each month was determined from the same 2 year data set of observations, leading to some wiggles in the nine 10% -90% temperature percentiles. 422 C. Ziehmann: Skill prediction of local weather forecasts based on the ECMWF ensemble also quantifying the confidence in this relation. In this case, the error of the high resolution forecast was contrasted with the standard deviation with respect to the ensemble mean. Each of the symbols "+" for small errors and "×" for large errors corresponds to an independent evaluation of the data with a fit set of 500 cases drawn at random to define the threshold values of three equally likely classes of small, medium, and large spread and errors, respectively. These thresholds are then applied to the independent test set of the remaining 200 cases to determine the relative frequencies of the occurrence of small, medium, and large errors when a small, medium, or large spread in the ensemble has been observed. The evaluation is repeated a couple of times, each time using new randomly determined fit and test sets, and the solid lines are the averages of these random samplings. Obviously, the definition of the spread used here does discriminate between cases with small and large errors. For example, when the spread is small (left panel), the chance of finding a small error is around 45% for the day 2 and 3 forecasts, which is significantly larger than the 33% of finding a small error by chance. For medium spread, no conclusion can be drawn for the forecast error, and when the spread is large, again the frequencies for small and large errors differ from their random expectation values. Interestingly, the dependence of the forecast lead time appears to be weak and for the short term forecasts of 1 day the spread seems to provide almost no information.
The results above indicate that the ECMWF ensemble provides information about the expected forecast error: here, even about the error of a forecast which is independent of the ensemble 3 and thus, the ensemble appears to reflect the atmosphere's inherent predictability. In the following, we will first show that quantifying skill predictability using spread and error as applied above may not be optimal and then we discuss an alternative approach originally suggested by Toth et al. (2000) .
Both error and spread depend on the forecast state. One might expect that both quantities show larger values at the margins of the climatological distributions and smaller values when the forecast falls close to the climatological mean (Toth, 1991a,b) . This is also the case in a maximum simplification of a forecast/observation system with a red noise atmosphere and persistence forecasts (Fraedrich and Ziehmann-Schlumbohm, 1994) ; in this toy system, the amount of the error is directly proportional to the amount of the anomaly from the climatological mean. The left and middle panels of Fig. 1 show the observed spread and error values as a function of the forecast temperature and indeed suggest a behaviour with large values at the margins of the distribution which, in addition, seems to be superposed by a general but weak increase in error and spread with increasing temperature.
These results suggest that the projection of the comprehen-sive information provided by the ensemble onto the scalar quantity spread is insufficient. The same spread value may indicate a large error if the forecast is near the climatological mean but a small error when the forecast is close to the margins of the distribution. Similarly, the same spread may indicate different forecast uncertainties for different times of the year. In the next section, we discuss an alternative.
Mode population as a predictor of forecast uncertainty
The dependence of spread and error of the forecast state is taken into account by the method recently introduced by Toth et al. (2000) to quantify the ability of the ensemble to distinguish between forecasts with small and large uncertainty. Both the ensemble forecast data and the observations are projected into a given number of climatologically and equally probable intervals. Assuming a roughly Gaussian shaped distribution, the bins are wider towards the margins of the distribution and narrower close to the mean. Figure 3 displays the nine class bounds which define ten equally likely 10%-intervals for temperature in Dresden for each month, with the generally lower midnight values on the left and the noon temperatures on the right. Next, the number of ensemble members that fall into each interval is evaluated, as well as the interval corresponding to the observation. The mode of the ensemble is the most populous interval. The mode population is now used as the skill predictor to stratity the forecasts according to their expected uncertainty. A high population reflects a certain or highly predictable forecast, while a small population indicates that there is only little agreement among the ensemble members, and thus a potentially poor forecast. When the ensemble mode agrees with the interval of the observation, the forecast has skill and is called a success, otherwise it has no skill. The skill predictor and "success" is thus a binary variable. The relative frequency of successful cases in the total sample is called the success rate. The success rate of a subset of forecasts, for example, for those forecasts with an especiallly large mode population, is a conditional success rate. If these conditional success rates differ significantly from the average, the respective skill predictor is skillful.
For 5 day forecasts, for example, the average success rate is about 28%, as shown by the horizontal solid line in the left panel of Fig. 4 . The figure also shows conditional success rates for the highly predictable cases (with large mode populations) and the poorly predictable cases (with small mode populations), both depending on the thresholds used to define high and low predictability. If one evaluates the success rate for those forecasts which belong to the top 10% with the largest mode populations, the success rate increases to about 45%. For the top 5% of mode populations, the success rate increases even more; however, one has to trade this increased success rate against the smaller number of cases in which one can issue such a "warning". When the percentage ranges used to define unusual predictability approach 100%, the average success rates are recovered. the mode population used for the stratification into high and poor predictability, as a function of the percentage of cases which are classified. For the 5 day forecasts and the top 10%, for example, the ensemble mode needs to exceed 35 ensemble members in order to be identified as a highly predictable case, while it may contain at most 13 members for the 10% low predictable cases. Naturally, the population thresholds vary for a given percentage with forecast lead time as shown in Fig. 6 . Now the two marginal percentage ranges used to define unusual predictability are fixed to 10% 4 . While for the 1 day forecasts, a top 10% predictability case requires that all 50 forecast members fall into one single interval, whereas on day 10 an ensemble mode with more than 18 members is already considered as a highly predictable case, since in only 10% of the cases, the ensemble is still so tightly bound after 10 days. Note that for a completely random forecast, one should expect 5 members per interval, on average.
When returning to the left panel of Fig. 4 the results for the poorly predictable cases appear to be not as pronounced as the cases where the ensemble mode has a large population. This suggests that it may be better to use non-symmetric percentages when defining the thresholds for high and low predictability and possibly issue a "poor predictability warning" only in the very few cases where the ensemble mode population is exceptionally small. The right-hand side of Fig. 4 shows the same analysis but under perfect model and perfect ensemble conditions, which have been simulated by drawing the "observation" at random from the ensemble (see also Molteni et al., 1996; Buizza, 1997) . In this perfect case, the average success rate is notably increased and in particular the poorly predictable cases are more distinguishable from the average than in the real world analysis. But even in the perfect model simulation, the figure is not symmetric with respect to the average success rate, and the information gain appears to be larger for large mode populations than for the small mode populations. This demonstrates once more (Molteni et al., 1996) that when spread is small, the forecast trajectory is constrained to be close to the observation; however, when the spread is large, the forecast is not constrained to be far from the observation.
Other stratifications of ensemble forecasts
Before we compare the performance of the "normal spread" and the alternative approach using the ensemble mode populated described in the previous section, we consider four additional scalar quantities which might also prove worthwhile for the stratification of ensemble forecasts into high and poor predictability. First, we introduce a bin spread, BS, which is similar to the standard spread but based on the ensemble histogram with nbin intervals of varying width and their relative frequencies f i , BS = nbin i=1 f i |i mode −i|, where i mode is the interval belonging to the mode. BS vanishes when all ensemble members fall into one bin. Thus, the smaller BS is, the smaller the uncertainty in the forecast. The entropy of the ensemble is S = − nbin i=1 f i log(f i ) with f i log(f i ) = 0, its limiting value, if f i = 0. It is also inversely oriented to the mode population with a vanishing entropy when all ensemble members fall into one interval (then all intervals are empty and only f i mode = 1) and it reaches the maximum value S max = log(nbins) when the ensemble distributes uniformly into the nbin intervals. The number of non-zero bins N Z = nbin i=1 H(f i ), where H(x) = 1 for x > 0 and H(x) = 0 for x = 0, may also serve as an indicator for skill predictability with a large number indicating reduced predictability. And finally, the number of clusters in the C region, as provided by the ECMWF, might give an indication for forecast uncertainty with a large number of clusters indicating an uncertain forecast. Note that cluster information is based on the ECMWF ensemble as well, but on the geopotential for a region the size of Europe, on upper air data and on a fixed forecast time window. We have used the number of clusters in the C region (15
• W -17.5
• E, 32.5
• -57.5
• N, covering West and Central Europe), as provided operationally by the ECMWF. The ECMWF operational clustering is performed on the 51 ensemble forecasts, including the control of the 500 hPa geopotential fields in a time window from 120 to 168 hours using a hierarchical cluster algorithm and a RMS similarity measure among the cluster members. For details, see the technical report (ECMWF).
All six scalar quantities are now used to stratify the ensemble forecasts and tested for their potential to indicate unusual predictability. In each case, the 10% and 90% of these distributions are determined and used as thresholds for poor and high predictability. Then the respective conditional success rates have been determined, as well as the independent average success rate. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . Note that since we use 10 intervals, each covering 10%, a success rate of 10% is to be expected by chance. Again, the left panel of Fig. 7 displays the results for Dresden temperature forecasts and the perfect model simulations are shown on the right. The peaks in the curves at every second 12 hour interval result from forecasts for the two different verification times at 00:00 and 12:00. Note that the success rates of the real forecasts appear to be systematically larger for the midnight verification time, while under perfect conditions, the midday temperatures show the larger success rates. Starting with the left panel, three quantities appear to be best suited for stratifying the ensembles forecasts: the mode population, the entropy, and the bin spread, since their conditional success rates differ most from the average success rate. The number of non-zero bins provides only an intermediate result, and the standard spread seems even less suited. Note that results might change for the normal spread if one would take the seasonal dependence into account; however, this has not been further addressed in this project. Almost no discrimination between certain and uncertain forecasts is made by means of the number of clusters. Thus, for local temperature skill forecasts, the local ensemble appears to be most relevant; however, alternative clusterings based on different algorithms (see, for example, Atger, 1998) , variables, spatial domains, or time windows might provide more information about the local skill.
When using the three suitable skill predictors to stratify the ensemble forecasts, the gain in the success rate for the highly predictable cases can be larger than 20%, compared to the average success rate. Alternatively formulated, the performance of the 10% highly predictable cases for lead times between 6 and 8 days compares to the average quality of 1 to 3 day forecasts, which is astonishing. The results for the ensemble mode population agree qualitatively very well with those reported by Toth et al. (2000) , who contrast 500 hPa height ensemble mode forecasts with ensemble mode population. In their study, however, the conditional success rates for the highly predictable cases differ by as much as 35% from the average success rates which is likely due to the better performance, in general, of the 500 hPa forecasts compared to the surface variables.
Note that the forecasts have not been post-processed in this case and no calibration was necessary here. This was possible since the temperature forecasts for the station at Dresden are "well behaved" and do not suffer from significant model errors. Other stations, for example, the Wendelstein (station ID 10980) at an elevation of 1832 m, show a large systematic error and the skill forecasts are not nearly as good as for Dresden. But when correcting each ensemble member by the difference between the ensemble mean and a post-processed ensemble mean (a so-called Kalman filtered ensemble mean is operationally performed at DWD), skill forecasts also become feasible.
The results in the left panel of Fig. 7 are influenced to a large extent by model errors. The perfect model simulation results are shown in the right panel. Naturally, the overall results are better, but the relative differences between the 6 skill predictor remain more or less unchanged. Entropy, bin spread, and mode population appear to be best suited, with the mode population providing the absolute best results. This is to be expected under ideal conditions as the ensemble mode population indicates the likelihood of the verification falling into that bin, while entropy and bin spread approximate this characteristic.
In another verification setup, these 6 scalar quantities derived from the ensemble have been used as indicators for the predictability of the high resolution model forecasts which are not directly linked to the ensemble. Also in this case, some of the 6 quantities provide useful information for the skill of this independent forecast. The success rates are only a little smaller and in this case, the entropy performs (marginally) better than all other skill predictors (figures not shown).
Next, we analyze another weather parameter at the same station. The results for 10 m wind speed are given in Fig. 8 . Although each ensemble member has been corrected for the bias, the overall results, including the average success rate, are not as good as for temperature. This is consistent with the general result that wind speed belongs to those parameters which are quite difficult to predict (Balzer et al., 1998) , as wind speed is very sensitive to local properties and the vertical stability of the atmosphere, both of which are not well represented in medium range forecast models. The best skill predictor cannot be uniquely identified, as is the case for temperature. The bin spread appears to be the best for most but not all forecast lead times. The perfect model results on the right-hand side do not differ much from those for temperature and they show the same order for the skill predictors. These results also show that model errors are responsible for the poor results for wind speed, which cannot simply be reduced by subtracting a constant value from each ensemble member. Thus, post-processing of the direct ensemble forecasts at stations might be necessary as well as worthwhile, but this problem has not been systematically investigated in this study.
A closer look at the ensemble distributions
One might wonder why the bin spread, the entropy and the ensemble mode population perform similarly well, although the ensemble mode population seems to contain a smaller amount of information than the other two quantities, as it only requires the frequency in one single bin. Does this mean that in most cases, the ensemble is unimodal with no further peaks of similar height in the distribution? A simple test on multi-modality has been applied here. Whenever the second most populated bin was separated by at least 2 intervals from the ensemble mode and displayed a population of at least 90% of the mode population, the distribution was defined as multi-modal.
The rate of such cases is shown in Fig. 9 for Dresden temperature forecasts as a function of lead time. Although the average rate of multi-modality increases with increasing lead time, the occurrence of multiple modes is a rare event. But note that this definition of multi-modality relies on the predefined climatological temperature classes. It might be certainly possible to observe a "truly" bimodal distribution, but with both modes falling into a single bin. Such cases cannot be detected and are not relevant in this investigation.
Returning to the question of the good performance of the ensemble mode in identifying unusual predictability, it turns out that (as to be expected) no single case with multimodality has been found among the highly predictable cases when defined by mode population. The same is true for the highly predictable cases according to entropy. A difference arises for the poorly predictable cases. For these, the multimodal cases provide a much larger fraction among the poorly predictable cases according to mode population than according to entropy.
Discussion and conclusions
Skill prediction needs to be understood probabilistically, otherwise one could correct the forecast by the predicted forecast error (Houtekamer, 1992) . Here, an approach introduced and demonstrated for NCEP ensemble forecasts by Toth et al. (2000) has been applied to ECMWF ensemble forecasts at German stations. The crucial step in this analysis is a verification method based on climatologically equally likely classes, where one indirectly retains the information about the forecast state of the system, at least in terms of whether one deals with an average or an extreme weather situation.
The skill predictor "ensemble mode population" of Toth et al. (2000) has been contrasted with a couple of additional predictors which were also derived from the distribution of the ensemble members with respect to climatologically, equally likely classes. It could be shown that within this verification setup, the "traditional spread" performs worse than the skill predictors based on the climatological distributions, while mode population, bin spread, and the classical measure of predictability, the entropy, perform similarly well. A less strict definition of "success", with the observation still considered a success when it falls into a neighbouring interval, raises the success rates significantly (figures not shown), but does not provide qualitatively new results. Note that the skill predictor and "success" used in this study only reflects one aspect of forecast quality. For a comprehensive assessment of forecast quality, a large set of forecast attributes needs to be investigated, as suggested by Murphy (1993) . This is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
When comparing the absolute success rates in our study with those of Toth et al. (2000) , weather forecasts at stations appear to be more difficult than the prediction of upper air fields. This is not surprising as local properties near the stations and the vertical stability both play a crucial role for local temperature and wind speed, possibly leading to large systematic errors at certain stations. Post-processing of the direct ensemble forecasts might, therefore, be necessary before using the "spread" information for skill forecasts. The relative gains in the increase (or decrease) of the conditional success rates, however, appear to be of similar magnitude as those shown in Toth et al. (2000) . This demonstrates that skill prediction of station weather based on local ensemble forecasts is possible; in particular, high predictability "warnings" in those cases when the ensemble dispersion is unusually small, appear to be reliable.
